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A Proven 1ine for
On the south adjoins the now famous GOLD BAR whose shares were first issued at 17c, and have since sold

at $2.05 (now $1.27.) ,
On the East, adjoins the GOLD KING whose shares first issued at 15c, since sold at 40c; now 34c.

On the North, adjoins the whose shares were first issued at 25c ; now 75c.

On the West, adjoins the GOLD BAR ANNEX whose shares were first issued at 12c; now 32c.

Within 600 feet west of the (has the same vein), whose shares were first issued at 75c; now $1.27.
Within 1500 feet of the DAISY (has the same vein), whose shares were first issued at 15c; now 45c.

Eight distinct veins have been so far on this four to the North and South, and an equal number
to East and West.

The entire Gold Bar is heavily and further will prove the existence of
veins other than those already As these veins, without extend into the where they
have been opened to a depth, and there show big values, it is certain that the same values will be found
on this ground as depth is and the delay in this has been due solely to the fact that the
of the would the value of this as the veins are the same.

The veins in the Gold King Group on the East at a depth of 160 feet show values of $200 per ton; while
on the Group, 600 feet to the east, at the 300-fo- ot level, the vein is 160 feet wide and will ALL average better than $30
per ton.

Three of the veins north and south enter into the GOLD BAR The main GOLD BAR vein is the
largest in the being 178 feet wide, with an average value of $12 per ton for the whole vein, while small parts show
values of $1600 to the ton.

In our opinion a of the GOLD BAR stock at the issue price of 20c per share is to
A TOR FIFTY and we believe the stock will show a over the issue price of a PER CENT

SIXTY DAYS! .

The value of the veins having been proven by the in the which surround this
group, takes this out of the prospect class and at once makes it a MINE.

As such we it as the most among the many good on the market today.
should be made by to insure and in full by bank draft or certified check must

be after Is made.

Since the above was a new strike has been made on the Gold Bar in North Shaft ore to the ton, the ever
found in the This strike is only two feet from the Gold Bar which has the same vein.
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The Surest Thinq in Mininq:
That the Original Gold Bar Will Greatly

Advance Over the Present Issue Price
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